
Clean 1950s modern lines tailored with a 
simple Scandi style aesthetic make this range 
an elegant choice for apartment living or 
smaller living spaces. The Docklands rests 
lightly on oak finish, wooden legs with fixed 
cover, easy care polyester upholstery for 
enduring appeal. Slim track arms frame the 
soft yet supportive seat and back cushions, 
filled with high density foam for resilience 
and exceptional lounging comfort.

This sofa uses timber as a frame comprising timber 
composites. Its cushion fill is made of foam and fibre 
for comfort and durability. It has webbing and spring 
suspension for long term support and consistent comfort.

Fancy; blue, silverstreak. 100% polyester.  
Forte; grey. 100% polyester. 
Harbour; fog. 100% polyester. 
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Docklands
Sofa range

*Note: measurements are in centimetres and are approximate only.
Explanation: LAF and RAF: Left Arm Facing and Right Arm Facing; as you stand in front of the sofa the arm will be on 
either the left or right side of the modular component. Please refer to website for care instructions: www.freedom.com.au 
While we aim to ensure that the information on this tearsheet is correct at the time of printing, it is sometimes necessary 
for changes to be made to product specifications. To avoid disappointment, we suggest that you obtain confirmation of 
product specifications and availability with your freedom salesperson before placing your order. Please refer to website for 
care instructions: www.freedom.com.au or www.freedomfurniture.co.nz

Armchair
w 78   d 89   h 78

2 Seat Sofa
w 136   d 89  h 78

 3 Seat Sofa
w 199   d 89   h 78

2.5 seat mod LAF
w 160   d 89   h 78

Chaise mod LAF
w 83   d 148   h 78

2.5 seat mod RAF
w 160   d 89   h 78

Chaise mod RAF
w 83   d 148   h 78

2.5 seat + chaise
w 243   d 148   h 78
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